
PIERRE KIWITT
________________________________________________

French-German actor, speaks five languages. French, German, English, Spanish and Portuguese. 

Pierre worked in well-known international productions such as HOMELAND, XCOMPANY, 2 seasons, is one of the leads of
the famous sequel DAS BOOT, 3 seasons, and also acts as Stauffenberg in the Emmy nominated Serie CHARITÉ. For the
awarded short SERGUEJ he learned Russian.

As international accomplished and multilingual actor, he worked in different countries 

In France, he was the lead, in the feature NAPOLEON & METTERNICH, as Metternich, as on MOTHERS OF THE 3rd
REICH shown at the La Rochelle fiction festival, in the out of competition segment. He has been working along
side many french stars for Cinema and Television over the last years, such as Pierre Richard, Niels Arestrup, Gérard
Lanvin, Patrick Bruel, Patrick Chesnais, Clémence Poesy and many more. 

In Spain, he is the male lead, in the feature film LOBOS SUCIOS next to Marián Alvarez (Goya 2014), for which he was pre
nominated for the Goya, and in the international mini serie DIME QUIEN SOY , TELL ME WHO I AM , next to Irene
Escolar (Goya 2016) and Will Keen, THE CROWN.

In Portugal, he starred with Beatriz Godinho, in the serie CUBA LIBRE, shown on RTP, portuguese national television and on
NETFLIX out mid 2023. The serie has been nominated at the SOPHIA AWARDS 23 as Best Serie / Film and won the
portuguese GOLDEN GLOBE

In Brasil he was the lead villain in the show ETERNA MAGIA with 50-60 viewers per day on Globo TV.

In Germany, he appears in several projects through the years, he works for the different productions, as the producers of
THE LIFE OF THE OTHERS, Wiedemann & Berg , Leonine, Sky, Bavaria, UFA , and many others.... 

BIO - NEWS - ON SCREEN
MINI SERIE “DAS BOOT" Season 4 
streaming now fall 23 on SKY 

MINI SERIE "CUBA LIBRE" ( Portugal )
WINNER GOLDEN GLOBE of Portugal -  NETFLIX

FRANCE TV 2 ( France) Movies
"BLACK AS SNOW " fall 23  / 23 % MS - 5 mio viewers

ZDF ( Germany) Movies
- "TRUTH IS " (2023) - post production 
- "BETWEEN BORDERS" (2023) post production 

ARD - AMAZON  ( Germany ) 
"MONEY MURDER ZURICH" feature TV
2 new films on air Fall 23/ 27 % Marketshare 7 mio viewers
3 new films in production  (2024) 

MINI SERIE - “TELL ME WHO I AM” (Spain)
streaming on ARTE, HBO LATAM , PEACOCK 

CINEMA "MORE THAN STRANGERS"  (GERMANY)
WINNER at FILMFEST MUNICH 

CINEMA “ BLAST” (FRANCE ) 
WINNER at FILMFEST COGNAC 

IEMMY JUROR 2023 - NEW YORK 

https://www.schauspielervideos.de/video/k-14772?vi=143911
https://www.schauspielervideos.de/video/k-14772?vi=143911


Pierre started in season 01
to comeback in season 03

to finish lead antagonist in season 04
 

The character Bobby Schulz, Pierre is
playing, has developed to a key asset to the

show.

Season 03 is on air since june 22
on SKY, on all partner channels worldwide and

season 04   is out on sky octobre 11

DAS BOOT is an international  
mini serie produced by SKY
and BAVARIA. It is seen
worldwide on all sky
channels, and  Hulu , AMC,
starzplay and more...

Also part of the show are Tom Wlashiha (Game of Thrones, Stranger
things), Rainer Bock (Better call saul), Jo Hartley (After life), Vicky
Krieps (Phantom thread)  and many other international actors. 

Produced by Sky and Bavaria Fiction, Germany ; Directed by Dennis Gansel ( Die Welle) and Hans Steinbichler. 
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June 26, 1813 Klemens von Metternich is meeting Napoleon in Dresden. 
His goal, convincing Napoleon to cease fight and to accept the Austrian
peace traite, the basis for a new European existence. During 9 Hours both
will spend disputing matter, defending their view about the new world
order. A duel on Europe's fate. 

ARTE's production for the
bicentenary of Napoleons death has
been acclaimed by critics to be an
accurate piece of narration,
historically, but also by the play of
the two  protagonists.

directed by C. Twente / M Schwartz;
produced by TSVP production. France
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NOIR COMME NEIGE 
BLACK AS SNOW

January 2023, the year began with the filming of the second chapter of
BLACK AS SNOW, 2nd Film produced by Lizland Film, directed by Éric Valette
(Crossing Lines , the Prey) alongside Laurent Gerra and Clémentine Poidatz

Main role, antagonist,
Pierre plays Daniele, a former mountaineer who lives in a secluded chalet in the mountains with his daughter
Skadi.
He will have a close relationship with Constance (C.Poidatz),
and will help the Police track down the fleeing robbers.

After the success of 2021 which brought 5.4 million viewers on France 2, a new case is taking place in the
Haute Maurienne valley.

As a SUV, used for a robbery, is discovered crushed at the bottom of a cliff, the police start looking for the
fleeing robbers.
The discovery of the corpse of the security man in the car,  suggests that someone else is trying to
appropriate the treasure lost in the peaks.
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From a book that he receives in his small publishing company, Javier will learn about the troubled
life story of Amelia Garayoa, a woman, who is willing to leave her whole life behind to fight for
freedom. Through encounters with the four men that will shape her life: Santiago (her husband),
Pierre, Albert and Max; Amelia will become involved in the most important events in the history of
the 20th century, from the Franco uprising to the liberation of Berlin;  Rome of last years of the
Duce and the decline of Nazi Germany in occupied Athens..
TELL ME WHO I AM relates the recent history of Europe represented by a woman who will never
be able to the pay the price of her own contradictions.

DIME QUIEN SOY

Pierre plays, Max von Schumman, a
german doctor and Wehrmacht
officer, he comes from an aristocratic
family. He has a strong sense of duty
that leads him to remain loyal to the
German army despite his
disagreements with the Hitler
regime. His relationship with Amelia
will be the one lasting but will destroy
him forever.

The serie has been
sold worldwide  ,
HBO LATAM, NBC
Peacock, ARTE ...  

produced by DLO Magnolia, Spainfor Movistar Directed by Eduard Cortès
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CUBA LIBRE 
The international portuguese serie “Cuba Libre“
is seen on RTP and mid 23 on NETFLIX 

The Biopic is set during portuguese dictatorship and the
Cuba crisis.
 
Married to the daughter of Salazar's Police chef of the PIDE,
the swiss diplomat Raymond Quendoz is sent to Cuba to
survey the actual Cuba crisis and work with the CIA. 

While  his wife is making friend with Che Guevara and
revolutionary forces, the couple is living all scenes of a
marriage, untill she suddently disapears... 

As Raymond Quendoz, male lead, next to Beatriz Godinho, 
Pierre plays in three languages, portuguese, spanish
and french. 
Directed by Henrique de Oliveira produced by HOP Filmes,
Portugal 

PRESS TO PLAY
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WINNER 
portuguese GOLDEN GLOBES “BEST FICTION”

Nomination “BEST FICTION” at SOPHIA awards 

https://www.imdb.com/video/vi408863257/?ref_=tt_vi_i_1


In a Parisian parking lot Sonia 
Nora Arnezeder, (Army of the dead, The Offer)
finds herself trapped in her car with her son 
and the daughter of her boyfriend 
Fred (Pierre Kiwitt), who has been left outside, 
powerless to deal with the situation: 
an anti-tank mine has been set under the car. 

Sonia is a bomb-disposal expert who  just 
got back from a mission in Ukraine.
Along with colleagues Igor and Camille, 
who came to the rescue, 
Sonia and Fred have 30 minutes to diffuse 
the bomb and work out who could be 
the mastermind behind this. 

BLAST

directed by V. Peirani-Vignes,
 produced by Wide production. France

They have 30 minutes to save their family...

FEATURE FILM
ACCROSS CINEMAS 
AND APPLE TV+ 
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MORE THAN STRANGERS
ACROSS 

THEATERS

2024

CINEMA

The House of Europe, locked in the passenger compartment of a car: During a long
car trip, a very unique group dynamic develops on the virulent subjects of our time.

Five strangers of different nationalities travel from Berlin to Paris in a carpool and all
have one thing in common: wanting to get to their destination easily and cheaply.
Even determining if a passenger has a problem or is in difficulty can be done while
the vehicle is running at full throttle. The journey must continue – how now is up to
you!

Cast: Cyril Gueï, Smaragda Karydi, Julie Kieffer, Samuel Schneider, Léo Daudin
directed by Syvie Michel 

WINNER AT FILMFEST MUNICH 

FRANCE & INTERNATIONAL



Since 2019, Pierre is lead detective, on the German crime show Money Murder Zurich. 

3 films (90 min) per year, 
for ARD DEGETO, first TV Station in GER.

 
 6-7 mio. viewers average per evening 

27% Marketshare
Streaming on Amazon prime 

A crime serie about a disgraced lawyer who returns to his native Zurich, to work as an
unlicensed defender. Solving cases he is confronted to the police and it's chief detective

MONEY MURDER ZURICH

produced by Graf Filmproduction (Rubikon), Germany, Austria, Switzerland
Directed  by Roland Suso Richter (Mogadischu), Florian Froschmeier, Hans Jörg Thurn 

GERMANY & INTERNATIONAL
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IN WAHRHEIT  - IN TRUTH
Filming for the crime series IN WAHRHEIT / IN TRUTH has started in Saarland, Germany. 
New to the team with a continuous role is Pierre Kiwitt as Alain Montand, a former french lawyer
and current winery owner, whom Saarlouis inspector Judith Mohn (Christina Hecke) meets while
investigating her new case. 

Network Movie produces for ZDF/Arte.
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ENGLISH PROJECTS 
COMING  SOON 
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